Brief Report on Webinar Zoom meeting 16 May 2022:
1.0 Previous message…
‘Powerhouse Ultimo Consultation Sessions’ 16-17 May 2022
Following the Live Consultation sessions run at the Powerhouse Museum in Ultimo in March, by
consultancy firm Aurecon, announcements have now been made that further webinar consultations
would be held on 12-1.30 on 16 May, or 6-7.30 on 17 May. An advertisement was made in the
Sydney Morning Herald on 11 May, ad 11 May and Registration can be made on the Museum’s
website HERE, which also provides more information about the Zoom meetings: ‘Consultation is
informing the preparation of a Concept State Significant Development Application for the NSW
Department of Planning and Environment that places a revitalised museum at the heart of a vibrant
Creative Industries Precinct. Find out more about the plans and have your say by joining a public
information webinar where members of the project team will present plans and respond to
community feedback.’
The event is carried out this time by the NSW government’s consulting firm Ethos Urban, who refer
to their Scoping Report on the ‘Powerhouse Ultimo Renewal’, made in December 2021. To read
their Report, go to the government Planning Portal Here. Click ‘Request for Sears’ then ‘View’, or go
directly to Here.
In contrast to the strong opposition made over many years to the recommended changes to the
Museum’s reduced cross-collection and exhibition role in Ultimo, the Report places the proposed
changes within the wider plans for Pyrmont and the city, noting: ‘Alongside the renewal a Creative
Industries Precinct will be created that will integrated into the operations of the Powerhouse
Museum.’ As well, ‘The renewal will see Powerhouse Ultimo deliver a programming focus on design
and fashion, presenting exhibitions that showcase the Powerhouse Collection, international
exclusive exhibitions and programs that support the design and fashion industries.’ With little
mention of the collection, under ‘Main uses and activities’ it notes: ‘The purpose of the development
is to provide for the renewal of Powerhouse Ultimo, which is defined as an ‘information and
education facility’. It is expected that the development will also comprise a range of related and
ancillary uses such as office and co-working spaces, creative industry studios, retail facilities and
public domain.’ And (referring to a very narrow collection focus, and no mention of significant
industrial items best suited to this site) the Conclusion includes:
- The renewal of Powerhouse Ultimo and the creation of the Powerhouse Creative Industries
Precinct will be a significant investment in the delivery of the NSW Government’s Cultural
Infrastructure Plan 2025+ and the Pyrmont Peninsula Pace Strategy.
- Complementing the future flagship Powerhouse Parramatta, Powerhouse Castle Hill, and the
Sydney Observatory, the project will see Powerhouse Ultimo focus on design and fashion, presenting
exhibitions that showcase the museum’s significant collections, international exclusive exhibitions
and programs that support the design and fashion industries, reinvigorating one of Australia’s most
revered and much loved museums.’
Long-time supporters of the Powerhouse Museum will have the opportunity to listen to the
presentations, and submit questions and comments on the Zoom page (as well as at the time of
Registration).

2.0 Screenshots from the Webinar meeting on 16 May, 2022
Each one the basis for a spoken presentation from those on the right, below

Questions: extracted from the Q&A tab:
These were visible to the viewers …
Elizabeth Elenius 12:23 PM
What 's proposed for the Tram Sheds
This question has been answered live
Anonymous Attendee 12:29 PM
Will the planning process allow for / incorporate multi use of the space? IE: will any of the space be
made available for commercial or private space or will it all be publicly accessible museum facilities?
This question has been answered live
Daniel Denholm 12:43 PM
What are the plans for the air space above the museum? Will it be developed?
This question has been answered live
Anna Lawrenson 12:45 PM
Will the space incorporate private / commercial areas?
This question has been answered live
Anna Lawrenson 12:46 PM
What about private ie residential?
This question has been answered live
Grace Cochrane (You) 12:48 PM
You point out this talk is about Buildings. But surely the design and shape of buildings are to do with
what is meant to happen inside them. I do not believe something can be designed without being

clear of its function. This is a Museum of Applied Arts and Sciences - Science and Technology,
Decorative Arts and Design and Social History - and the integration between them all - which makes
this Museum unique. You Report is focused on the narrow notion of Fashion and Design (thanks to
the past arts minister!) and this is widely regarded as completely inadequate. Surely you must get a
better indication of whatever is meant to happen here as a Museum, before starting the Design
competition?
Grace Cochrane (You) 12:54 PM
You haven’t answered my question above!
Tom Lockley 12:50 PM
Will the steam engine collection be moved out?
This question has been answered live
Tom Lockley 12:54 PM
My question relates to the competence of this government to conduct this project. Over the last 7½
years evidence has emerged that the processes involving the Powerhouse Museum development
has been grossly faulty, eg Alternatives were never properly investigated. No significant expert input
was involved. There was no consultation on basic issues with any significant stakeholders. These
deficiencies have persisted over the nearly seven years since the basic announcement. The
Government has imposed excessive secrecy and taken special non-democratic measures to avoid
following due process. The opposition to the project expressed by the general public and the and
museum and arts community is unprecedented. However, their reasoned, evidence-based, criticisms
and the comprehensive Legislative Council Inquiry report have been treated with contempt. The
financial aspects of the project have been very badly managed, and the waste of taxpayers’ money is
enormous. The heritage aspects of the whole move are also relevant
This question has been answered live
Grace Cochrane (You) 01:00 PM
'Key principles'?? Surely these are to do with the underlying PURPOSE of the Museum? There is no
evidence that this is being considered, in relation to its history and collection!
Grace Cochrane (You) 01:04 PM
I was talking about the collection! Not just fashion and design, as your report confirms!

